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The Association has established itself over the

increasingly troubling world. Topics such as cyber

last 88 years as the platform where issues are

security, low commodity and energy prices and

highlighted and in-depth discussions lead to

the rise of fintechs and similar new initiatives gave

food for thought. The current global uncertain

plenty of food for thought and debate.

situation is not only reflected in the member’s
discussions, but also in the various articles in

This edition of The ICISA Insider has again a

this edition of The ICISA Insider. Uncertainty

wide variety of articles. I would like to highlight

about the outlook for the global economy

the interviews with the departing President

and trade continuous and may even worsen

Andreas Tesch and the new CEO of Coface,

in the coming months. Although it is too early

Mr. Xavier Durand. After serving the Association

to determine the consequences of Brexit, it is

for two years as President, Andreas Tesch gives

expected to lead to more complicated and costlier

an insight into his thoughts and expectations

trade. The knock-on effect of Brexit on Britain’s

regarding the Association. The CEO of Coface

trading partners and the wider financial market

kindly shares his thoughts about his company

is potentially huge, leading to much uncertainty.

and the industry at large. Furthermore Rajiv

The only certainty we have is that it will no longer

Biswas of IHS Global Insight shines his light on the

be business as usual. Other economic concerns

current opportunities of and threats to the Indian

such as a slow-down in China or the effects of

economic development. He raises the question of

ongoing unrest and violence in many parts of the

what impact this will have for foreign trade credit

world add to this. Risks are therefore expected

insurers and surety bond providers entering the

to increase and this is reflected in an increased

Indian market. XL Catlin Re recently published its

interest in our products. The growth in the number

first study on the current state and outlook for the

of policyholders shows that clients value our

global surety industry and reviews the outcome of

member’s ability to offer a safe refuge in these

this valuable project in their contribution.

uncertain times. At the same time underwriters are
The Trade Credit Insurance &
Surety Academy

26

A Guide to Trade Credit Insurance 28

looking for an environment where they can openly

The Committee Chairs kindly share the currently

discuss industry concerns with their peers and

most relevant discussions in their respective

this translates into increased membership of

Committees and Jan Müller of Hannover Re

our association.

offers food for thought in his column.

The association’s successful Annual Meeting,

I wish you pleasant reading!

held in June in Tel Aviv, was a further sign of a
need to exchange best practices and review an

Robert Nijhout, Executive Director
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The ICISA Committee Chairs

Single Risk Committee – Martin Hochstrasser
‘The Single Risk Committee is
focusing on an array of hot topics’

The Single Risk Committee is focusing on an array of
hot topics. It is not easy to answer the question which
one of the issues discussed is currently the most

Martin Hochstrasser
Chair Single Risk Committee
Company: XLCatlin

prominent one. The general business environment,
a topic often used as “warm up” or ice breaker has

Furthermore, the Committee - and foremost Olivier

moved more and more into focus over the last 12 to

David - have done a tremendous job to move the

24 months given the very competitive environment

market survey to the next level. To give the Single Risk

and the re-emergence of rescheduling’s and actual

Market the weight and importance it deserves the

claims situations. Associated to this are the Financial

collection of data is paramount. Finally, I would like to

Guarantee theme and the downwards spiral in the

address the issue of membership. We are too few in

Emerging Markets caused by low oil & gas prices.

our Committee while the Single Risk Market recently

The credit cycle, although not a topic on the agenda

surpassed a magic number: More than 50 insurers offer

has become again a winged word. Given the vast

Single Situation coverages. More needs to be done

experience many of our seasoned committee members

that the ICISA Single Risk Committee membership

have, the discussion about the market are detailed,

is attractive to them. Leaving this huge potential of

fruitful and grant a lot of insights to younger members.

knowledge outside could mean a step back.

Equally urgent remains the Sanctions issue. On one
side, the imminent re-opening of the Iranian market
has propelled discussions and thoughts on how
to generate new business. On the other hand, the
previously largest market from a risk perspective,
Russia, remains a very tough topic from a Sanctions
perspective.
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Committee of Underwriters – Nick Walklett
‘The opportunity to meet and discuss matters with
professionals with similar challenges and objectives
is extremely valuable’
There are a varied number of experienced delegates that attend
the committee of underwriters and as a result the meetings provide
a useful forum to bring together a wide variety of opinions and

Nick Walklett

experiences. The aim is to hold over the next year open and

Chair Committee of Underwriters
Company: Tokio Marine HCC

friendly meetings where delegates are encouraged to contribute and
participate. The meeting will provide a productive environment where
detailed and beneficial discussions can take place.

review how the key ratios are affected in certain circumstances
and by particular financial structures. The ratios will be reviewed in

Future Topics

conjunction with the specific case studies.

Case Studies
The committee will examine some specific examples of companies

Other Topics

that have resulted in losses to the market. The causes of the loss will

Delegates will be encouraged to recommend matters that are topical

be considered and implications for underwriters going forward.

and relevant to the committee. The credit insurance product is always
developing and the committee of underwriters will continue consider

Specific sectors/Buyer risks

product changes from a risk perspective. Given the mix and range

The meetings of the committee of underwriters provide an excellent

of delegates from both the direct and reinsurance market we expect

forum to discuss specific sectors and in some cases particular buyer

to share a wide range of views and consider aspects of the product

risks. The sector/buyer risk topics are standing items on the agenda

from a variety of viewpoints.

and provide a good starting point for discussion.
The sectors that are selected for discussion are usually those that are

Projects

topical and have a particular interest for underwriters. In the coming

It remains the intention of the committee to develop a checklist of all

year it is the intention of the chairman to continue the practice of

the actions and procedures that are taken by different companies to

inviting delegates to suggest the sectors or particular buyers they

combat fraud which can be made available to all members. Fraud

wish to discuss. The energy sector and others that are affected

continues to be a serious issue and there is evidence that the number

by the volatility of the oil price will continue to be on the upcoming

of incidents are growing.

agenda. The over capacity in the steel sector will be another area that
will remain ion the agenda

Membership
Over the coming year the committee of underwriters will welcome all

Countries

new members. The intention is to cover interesting, relevant topics

Countries and market areas are another standing item on the

that will appeal to the delegates and result in lively, useful debate.

agenda and again the areas chosen for discussion will be selected

The opportunity to meet and discuss matters with professionals with

by the delegates. The Eurozone and the continued impact of the

similar challenges and objectives is extremely valuable.

financial crisis in Greece will be discussed. The outcome of the UK
referendum will be a key item particularly if the UK vote is to leave the

Credit Insurance and the media

European community. The downturn in Brazil will be again be a topic

The committee of underwriters will be willing to participate in any

for discussion. There are a variety of countries are represented on

media initiatives that will assist in the development of the awareness

the committee which allows for a wide ranging discussion.

of the credit insurance product. The added value of the product in
terms of providing sensible credit management advice does seem to

Financial Underwriting Criteria and methodology

be an area that gets overlooked.

Over the coming year the committee will focus on underwriting
criteria with a look at the critical financial ratios. The committee will
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Continuation of the The

ICISA Committee Chairs

Credit Insurance Committee – Pierre Favre

‘Topics driven by a Soft Market while the
4th Industrial Revolution is arriving’

The main topics currently on the agenda of the Credit Insurance
Committee are both recurrent ones and new issues more difficult

Pierre Favre

to comprehend. The former are strongly influenced by insurance

Chair of the Credit Insurance Committee

cycles, whereas the latter are driven by more fundamental changes

Company: AspenRe

linked to the overall environment, such as technological, legal,
economic and social challenges.

The New Ones
The credit insurance industry benefited strongly from the third

The Recurrent Ones

industrial revolution by digitalizing its files and developing tools

Out of the approximately 60 or more topics that we have been

to assist with the rating of buyers and, more recently, of sectors,

revisiting each year within the committee, a few topics are resurging.

allowing for dynamic pro-active management of portfolios.

They are almost all typical of a soft market and benign loss

The fourth industrial revolution, with its disruptive innovations like

environment. The reduction of self-retention, mainly requested by

financial technology – “FinTech” – that some foresee as already

financiers, the shortening of the waiting period for claims, as well as

expanding into the insurance industry, is arriving. However it

the softening of the standard exclusions of credit insurance policies,

appears to currently affect credit insurance by adding volatility to the

are fueling our discussions within the committee.

risk landscape rather than by changing the industry business model.

From the supply side, the credit insurers, discussions on growth

In this technological environment and, as discussed at the last

opportunities are intensifying. The focus on new territories, for

Spring meeting in Budapest, it is interesting to note that The Legal

example the Far East and Middle East, is fading following recent

Entity Identifier for Corporates (LEI) established recently by the

weaker economic developments in China. However, product

Financial Stability Board (FSB) seems not to be a top topic as a

development is gaining in importance as referenced below. These

potential reference system for the credit insurance industry.

efforts are gaining in importance due to the pressure on premium
volume in the main markets of credit insurance in Europe, following

With the current geopolitical turmoil, sanctions, and their

a combined premium rate and insured turnover decrease.

management, remain a topic on the agenda.

Further growth is being sought through higher penetration within

Finally from a legal perspective, we will continue to follow the

small and medium sized enterprises.

development of the claw back legislation for preference payments
and in Germany in particular, where the period has been extended

4

Fraud, following recent cases in emerging markets and developed

to 10 years, though no one seems to expect claw back above four

countries, also remains a topic on the agenda.

years.
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Surety Committee – Roberto Castillo
‘The surety market is a very dynamic and
changing market that can easily be impacted
by external factors’

We are not focusing on one single topic but on a variety of issues
that have a major relevance for our industry.

Roberto Castillo
Chair of the Surety Committee

In our last Committee meeting in Budapest we had an initial

Company: HannoverRe

presentation from an external lawyer about the increasing
environmental and ecological challenges for sureties. This is a
very big, complex and especially dynamic matter that embraces

Furthermore and also somehow in relation to the above topic we

enormous risks and obligations as well as some interesting business

are currently discussing our present and potential future cooperation

opportunities for us. Having had this introduction we want to focus

with the banking industry. Capital regulation is forcing banks to

in the forthcoming events more on the experiences our members

share some of their risks with our industry. On one hand it can be

have already gained in this field and the diverse products that have

a good opportunity for sureties to obtain an interesting amount of

been launched in the different countries. There is a lot of expertise

new business, on the other hand it can also be a certain threat as

in our group with regard to this topic and our idea is to broaden this

an adverse selection risk always persists while we ideally pursue

knowledge by exchanging experiences between members and also

an equal portfolio sharing. Both points of view are well discussed

some selected external specialists.

in our Committee and we may broaden our mind by also inviting a
representative from a bank to share his own perspective with us.

Another important subject is one that goes back to the roots of
ICISA and the mission of such an Association. We do not feel that

These are a few examples of the topics that keep us occupied

our surety product is always and everywhere equally treated in

and excited in our Committee work. The surety market is a very

comparison to other competing financial products as for example

dynamic and changing market that can easily be impacted by

bank guarantees. In some areas beneficiaries even openly reject our

external factors. In such a challenging economic, political and social

product because of probably a bad experience or just due to pure

environment we have a lot to discuss and we are lucky enough

ignorance. It is our strong interest to open doors to our members

to have the necessary experience and expertise to do so in our

and to promote the surety product worldwide. ICISA could act as an

Committee.

organ for our members and seek the contact to the corresponding
authorities or beneficiaries in order to lobby our product. Our
Association that is attaining new members from different countries
as well as a lot of the members of ICISA itself that are expanding
into new territories will for sure benefit from this initiative.
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Interview with Xavier Durand, CEO Coface

A new chapter opens for Coface
One of the leading trade credit insurance companies of the world, Coface, appointed Mr. Xavier Durand as its new Chief Executive
Officer. After a much-needed period during which the business refocused on credit insurance, Mr. Durand takes over in a time
marked in Europe by the implementation of Solvency II and an uncertain global economic environment. In this article he kindly
shares his thoughts regarding Coface, the trade credit insurance industry and ICISA.
With Mr. Durand as Chief Executive Officer, Coface enters

He notes that Coface also has its own specific challenges.

a new phase, where its immediate priorities are to reinforce

“We are addressing those through our on-going and very

commercial activity and to propose and implement structural

comprehensive strategic review. What I can say today,

adaptations to continue to improve the Group’s operational

however, is that I am excited about the strengths I already

efficiency, all while preserving its risk profile. “I’ve been given

see we can build on. We have the most extensive internatio-

a clear mandate to strengthen our business over the long

nal network of the three global players, a quality credit data

term, ensuring Coface remains a world-leading player in the

infrastructure, a great brand and committed, expert teams.

industry and contributes to the penetration of trade credit in-

Most important of all, we have clients and partners who truly

surance solutions globally. To achieve that goal, I am leading

appreciate the service we provide.” He adds that his assess-

work on a new strategic plan to give the Group a new growth

ment is not based on impressions, but on the many meetings

momentum, to improve our operational efficiency, and to

he has had during his first 4 months in office. “I’ve visited 12

enhance our risk management through the cycle. We will be

countries, spoken to over 100 clients and partners and met

announcing the detail of the plan and our objectives on 22nd

probably half of Coface’s employees round the world.”

September 2016”, Mr. Durand explains.

Trade credit insurance market

‘I’ve been given a clear mandate to strengthen
our business over the long term, ensuring Coface
remains a world-leading player in the industry
and contributes to the penetration of trade credit
insurance solutions globally’

Durand underlines that a global player such as Coface has
to look at the international trade credit insurance market as a
whole, and this is divided between the old mature markets,
the emerging markets and a variety of likely interesting business opportunities. “I see our environment as very polarized,
between mature markets, especially Europe, where risks
are low and there is price pressure, and emerging markets,
where risks are higher, but there’s more growth potential. In
the middle, there are a couple of potential interesting markets
and sectors whose potential remains untapped. I’m thinking
of the USA, or SMEs, for instance.”
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Challenges and opportunities

The industry needs to tackle a few potential obstacles to

Mr. Durand indicates that Coface is not alone in facing chal-

structural growth over the coming years. “The value of credit

lenges and opportunities. According to him, the same is true

insurance is clearer than ever in a constantly and rapidly

of the whole trade credit insurance industry. “We share the

changing world - anticipating risk, and managing it well, are

same challenges as other industry players. Let me highlight

key to many industries. Together with our customers, we

some that all players recognise. We all need to manage local

have to take on board change in our global business envi-

risk volatility well and we all need to be able to maintain client

ronment: on the one hand, increasing regulation, so greater

trust while managing risk exposures in line with market and

controls and constraints, and on the other a more volatile

sector developments. In addition all players have to fund

economic climate. We need to innovate while obtaining a fair

the investments we need to grow the market. Digitization

price for our services - this is essential to ensure the sustai-

and big data are opportunities for the industry as a whole,

nable growth that will benefit us and our customers. In other

for example in information management and client servicing,

words, our interests and those of our customers are aligned,

which are at the heart of our very ‘connected’ business.”

and we need to build a common future with them.”
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CEO Coface, Xavier Durand.

‘ICISA is extremely valuable as a
means of promoting trade credit
insurance and its benefits to key
stakeholder groups’

It is difficult to forecast the position of the trade credit insu-

other contributors to the economy of tomorrow such as uni-

rance industry over five to ten years. “It’s hard to predict if

versities, research institutes and multilateral trade organiza-

and when the industry will be able to achieve more than the

tions. ICISA is also useful in ensuring the right conversations

few percentage points of net growth we’ve seen in the past.

are happening within the industry, particularly around some

That will depend on whether we can unleash the potential of

of the more challenging issues such as fraud, severe risks,

new market segments and technologies and manage well

reputation and more.” It is therefore clear to him that “the

the evolving regulatory framework. ”

combined knowledge and expertise of all ICISA members in
combination with their own individual strategies to promote

ICISA

and sell the product will ensure an ongoing healthy trade

The individual players need to continue working on capturing

credit insurance industry for the years to come.”

new opportunities to position the industry and promote the
product. In this context, Durand emphasises the impor-

Mr. Durand concludes the interview by emphasising the im-

tant role ICISA plays in promoting the product towards key

portance of partnerships. “One critical factor in our industry

target groups. “ICISA is extremely valuable as a means of

is partnerships. I want to open up a new, highly positive

promoting trade credit insurance and its benefits to key

chapter in Coface’s relationships with all its business partners

stakeholder groups, those whom, as an individual player, we

– our reassurers, brokers, fronters. It’s important that our

might be less effective in reaching. I’m thinking, for instance,

partners are kept informed of our goals and objectives, and

of regulators, not only ours, but also the banks’. We want to

of the future development path we set for Coface – because

demonstrate to them how trade credit insurance is a risk mi-

it’s a path we’re on together. So I’m looking forward to sha-

tigant. But influence extends also to governments and many

ring our new strategic plan with them later in the year.”

Xavier Durand
Xavier Durand has more than 25 years’ experience in the regulated

he was named CEO of GE Capital Asia Pacific, based in Japan. He

financial services industry in Europe, the US and Asia. He started his

was appointed GE Capital’s Director of Strategy and Growth, based in

career in 1987 in consultancy at The Mac Group (Gemini Consulting)

London, at the end of 2013.

before joining the Sovac Real Estate Bank in 1994 as Deputy CEO.

He has served on the Boards of Directors of publicly-listed Garanti
Bank in Turkey and Krungsri Group in Thailand. He currently serves

In 1996, Xavier joined GE Capital, where he led an international career,

on the Board of Bancopopular-e in Spain, where he chairs the Audit &

first in Chicago as Director of Strategy and Growth of the finance

Risk and Nominations & Remunerations Committees.

division of the Global Auto business, then in France, first as CEO of
GE Money Bank France, then CEO of GE Money Western Europe, and

Xavier, 52, is a graduate of the Ecole Polytechnique and the Ecole

subsequently of GE Capital’s European banking activities. In 2011,

Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées.
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Interview with departing President Andreas Tesch

‘Working together has proven
to be key for success’
At the 74th General and Associated Meetings in Tel Aviv in June, the 39th President of ICISA concluded his two-year term.
Andreas Tesch, Chief Market Officer and member of the Atradius N.V. Management Board, kindly agreed to share his thoughts
about his expectations and achievements as President, the value of ICISA to its members and the industry as a whole and the
challenges ICISA and the industry need to address in the coming years.
I was honoured to be elected the 39th President of this

Growth and dialogue were the main themes identified for

great Association at the General and Associated Meetings

my Presidency when elected in 2014. ICISA has become

in Hamburg in 2014. My involvement in ICISA however

more intensively engaged with other associations and many

goes back to 2001, so the organization was not new to

exchanges have occurred with the Berne Union, country

me. However the possibility to lead the Association and

associations such as KFF in Sweden, banking associations

experience it from a different, more direct perspective is

and other industry related associations. However like

challenging and unique. The strategic decisions crucial to the

everything else in life, progress is slower than what I had

future of the Association and all the hard work needed on a

hoped for. Our recent joint press approach together with

day-to-day basis by the members and secretarial staff are

the Berne Union was a good and practical example of how

usually less visible for members as the Association performs

associations can work together to achieve better results. And

like a well-oiled machine. But I can assure you that running

although ICISA is a global institution, a lot of our challenges

this organization requires a lot of dedication and hard work.

rest with individual countries or regions. Therefore this needs
our full attention.

‘But I can assure you that running this organization
requires a lot of dedication and hard work’

I am pleased with the achievements regarding the Asia
Subcommittee. The Subcommittee is up and running and
successful and recently the chair has been taken over by
one of our Asian members which is great. Unfortunately the
Americas platform still has a way to go, but this probably
needs some more time.

Key themes and goals

When I took up my role as President I also promised to

I began my two-year term as President with a clear focus

work towards increasing the role of the credit insurance

on what I wanted to achieve. ICISA had proven itself as a

industry in the SME segment. As far as the SME initiative is

flexible organization and position itself in the core of the

concerned it is fair to say that this is probably where ICISA

industry as the knowledge centre and the voice for the trade

as an association reached some limitations. Most of the work

credit insurance and surety industry. I wanted to build on the

needs to be carried out by ICISA members, which also to

success of my predecessors.

some extend compete create the best solutions for SMEs.”

‘ICISA had proven itself as a flexible organization
and position itself in the core of the industry as the
knowledge centre and the voice for the trade credit
insurance and surety industry’

Achievements of the Association
Over the last two years my eyes have been opened to some
of the challenges faced by the Association. Lobbying for
instance has been more difficult than expected, but I’m
pleased with the improved and established relations we have
developed with the key media globally. During the last two
years I experienced that, although we were highly motivated
to advocate our positions regarding certain issues that
are crucial for the industry, finding the right counterparts is
difficult, but decisive for success.
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Andreas Tesch,
39th President of ICISA

‘Lobbying for instance has been more difficult
than expected, but I’m pleased with the improved
and established relations we have developed
with the key media globally’

surety providers and reinsurers can achieve great things by
working together. As a delegate and later on as Management
Committee member, and unquestionably as President, the
power of high level knowledge sharing at these events is
impressive and even highly motivating for my day-to-day
work at Atradius.
The various discussions held with the Berne Union and

Partnering with other organizations and finding common

setting things in motion was certainly another highlight

grounds together to enforce our position is also essential.

resulting in our first joint press release and press meetings.

The results achieved regarding our relationship with the

Another great experience was the addition of many new

relevant international media are a different ball game. Over

members which, for an association operating in a perceived

the last seven years this has improved, step by step, from

saturated market, is great. Even though it has not been a

fact-free mostly negative articles about the industry to

‘pure’ ICISA initiative the finalization of the global PML study

fact-based positive articles. But this requires an ongoing

has certainly been another highlight.

open relationship with the media educating them about our
product and explaining decisions taken. And although this is

Strength and challenges

not a guarantee to avoid fact-free articles, it has proven to be

The strength of ICISA is based on the commitment of its

the best way to position our industry.”

members to stay engaged in communicating with each other
in order to develop the industry further. The Association

Highlights of his Presidency

must create the platforms for continuous interaction and

The Annual Meetings are definitely the highlight of the

discussions. This is also why I looked so much forward

Association as they illustrate that we as credit insurers,

to this year’s Annual Meeting in Tel Aviv. There are always
areas where we can improve, but often, this is not in our

‘The Annual Meetings are definitely the highlight
of the Association as they illustrate that we as credit
insurers, surety providers and reinsurers can
achieve great things by working together’

own hands. For instance, we might want to stimulate
local initiatives more, but this implies hiring more staff or
redirecting our focus.
The Association can only continue to be relevant for its
members if all members remain as active as they are now
in the various Committees and work together with staff in
chasing the Association’s goals. I don’t see new challenges,
but a continuation of the existing ones such as further
regionalization and increased efficiency by working together

9
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Continuation of the Interview with departing President Andreas Tesch

‘My message as outgoing President is that speaking with one industry voice rather than
via different associations will certainly help not only the members but the whole industry’
with other organizations. The Association must always aim

and the Middle East come to mind, or globally. The industry

to add value to its members by achieving something any

needs to be better prepared than in the past to cope with

individual member would not be able to achieve. For all its

the requirements resulting from such potential shocks

members cost pressure will increasingly be a challenge while

which are potentially replacing the waves/cycles of up- and

trying to keep the fee structure unchanged.

downswings we know from the past.

Challenges for the trade credit insurance industry

Working together

The credit insurance industry, like any other industry,

Two years is too short to achieve all the goals set at the

will face challenges in the coming years. The biggest

beginning of my Presidency, but I am thankful to have been

challenges are growing by winning new customers for

given the task and pleased with our results. I enjoyed the

our industry, managing the price pressure resulting from

excitement of leading this great Association by working

good performance against the background of increasing

together with the experts in the Management Committee and

regulatory requirements regarding capital as well as pricing

with various members. My message as outgoing President is

models, managing the digital transformation and coping

that speaking with one industry voice rather than via different

with new technology requirements and last but certainly

associations will certainly help not only the members but the

not least managing the economic environment and the

whole industry. Please continue working together!

likelihood of big shocks either locally, where Brazil, Turkey

Andreas Tesch
Chief Market Officer – Atradius N.V
In October 2011 Andreas Tesch was appointed to the

Atradius in Singapore and Hong Kong, and developing

Management Board of Atradius as Chief Market Officer

and executing an expansion strategy for the Asia

(CMO). He is responsible for Atradius Credit Insurance

Pacific region that has led the company to today’s

worldwide (excluding Spain, Portugal and Brazil) and

comprehensive market presence across Hong Kong,

for the units Dutch State Business, Global, Special

China, India, Japan and Singapore, as well as Australia

Products and Group Communication & Commercial

and New Zealand.

Development.
Prior to joining Atradius, Andreas gained five years’
Following six years in Director roles at Atradius,

experience in management consulting, including three

spanning Risk Services for Central and Eastern

years as Director of Simon Kucher & Partners, where he

Europe (2004-2006) and Corporate Development &

advised clients on strategy and M&A.

Communications (2001-2004), Andreas became head
of Global, Oceania and New Markets, responsible for
managing a team across more than 30 countries. His
achievements include securing insurance licenses for
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Jan Müller, Managing Director
Hannover Re

The economic cycle –
friend or foe?
Since we work in a business which finds parts of its

doesn’t offer anymore enough opportunities to employ the

justification in the existence of the economic cycle it should

capital the pressure to be innovative is visibly increasing.

be easy to give an answer to that question: Of course the

Innovation in our area often means broadening of risk

cycle is our friend and we should not be afraid of it! We as

appetite to neighboring credit risks, which are not necessarily

reinsurers can offer here an added value accompanying

comparable to our day to day business. The challenging part

clients over the cycle, which enables our partners to manage

is, that this business normally follows different habits, i.e.

the cycle efficiently. Based on a consistent and reasonable

is not “ticking” in the same way as our traditional business.

underwriting approach over the cycle the long term results in

In addition these businesses are often only offered as an

our core business prove that sufficient margins over the cycle

“opportunity” at the end of a better part of the cycle without a

can be earned. That’s why our traditional business justifies

reliable opportunity for recovery after the crisis.

the attraction of capital over the long run.
That doesn’t mean, that there isn’t any opportunity outside

‘Growth might not be achievable every year but
rather over the cycle, which is fine and at the end of
the day perhaps more profitable. Whenever we try to
“outsmart” the cycle in a too bullish way a good old
saying might apply: Be good (over the cycle) and if
you can’t, be careful!’

the traditional area, but in-depth knowledge of the underlying
product, gut feeling and a clear understanding of the risk
sharing motivation of your counterpart should be key. That’s
at least what we all would expect to apply as minimum
standards for our traditional business. So why relaxing our
normal underwriting standards for new ventures? Whenever
the appeal of new business areas is dumping underwriting
discipline too much then quickly the economic cycle isn’t any
more friend by rather foe.
One of the essential advantages in our traditional markets
is that players and persons know each other quite well for a
while and could develop over time a similar understanding
and especially risk sharing mentality. This brings a certain

As in other lines of business a longer good part of a cycle

level of reliability for both sides and consequently a sound

attracts, however, an increasing amount of capital and

base for future profitable growth. Growth might not be

sometimes as well excess capital. The longer a good cycle

achievable every year but rather over the cycle, which is fine

runs this leads nearly unavoidably to fewer profitable growth

and at the end of the day perhaps more profitable. Whenever

opportunities. Ideally this should be the time where risk

we try to “outsmart” the cycle in a too bullish way a good old

appetite should be watched closely and patience should be

saying might apply: Be good (over the cycle) and if you can’t,

sometimes a good adviser.

be careful!

Nevertheless the experience over the cycle shows us, that

I kindly pass the pen to Daniel Stausberg, Managing Director

in such a phase pressure to employ all that hungry capital

at Atradius Re, to share his thoughts with the readers of The

steadily increases. At the point where our traditional business

ICISA Insider.
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Interview with Rajiv Biswas, Asia-Pacific Chief Economist, IHS Global Insight

Will India Become Asia’s
Next Economic Juggernaut?
Rajiv Biswas, Asia-Pacific Chief Economist for IHS and author of a new book entitled “Asian Megatrends”
(Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), kindly accepted our invitation to discuss the geopolitical and economic risk
outlook for the Asia-Pacific. In this second article in a sequel of articles he discusses India. It is forecast to be
one of the fastest growing large emerging markets over the next two decades, but what are the and threats
and opportunities.
Overview

If these projections are realized, India would become one

Rajiv Biswas notes that with China’s economic growth

of the world’s largest economies and the second largest

momentum expected to moderate further over the next

economy in the Asia-Pacific within the next decade, with its

two decades, and Japan’s long term potential growth

GDP projected to surpass Japan by 2025.”

rate very weak, global investors are shifting their attention
towards India as the next potential Asian economic

India’s Growth Drivers

juggernaut that will help to drive global economic growth.

Biswas stresses that with India heavily reliant on imports
of oil and gas, the economy has been vulnerable to large

“The rapid growth of the Chinese economy over the

spikes in world oil prices. “The sharp rise in world oil prices

last decade has resulted in China’s share of world gross

during 2010 resulted in an upturn in inflation pressures,

domestic product (GDP) rising from 5% in 2005 to an

resulting in monetary policy tightening during 2010-11.

estimated 15% in 2015. While China is forecast to become

This was a key factor that contributed to a significant

the world’s largest economy by 2025, overtaking the US,

slowdown in economic growth momentum during 2012-

its GDP growth rate is expected to moderate significantly

14, with the manufacturing and construction sectors

further by 2030, with its share of world GDP tapering off at

particularly impacted by rising interest rates.”

around 20% by 2045, he indicates.
However, he sees a turn-around of this situation since late

‘India’s economy is currently much smaller
than China’s, but with its relatively youthful
demographic profile and sustained economic
reforms, has the potential to grow rapidly
for the next two or three decades’

2014. “The Indian economy has benefited significantly from
the slump in world oil prices. This has significantly reduced
India’s oil and gas import bill and helped to substantially
narrow the current account deficit, as well as resulting in
a significant moderation in inflation pressures, allowing
some easing of monetary policy by the Reserve Bank of
India. This has helped to support a gradual recovery in the
economy, with interest rate sensitive sectors such as autos
showing a rebound. Sales of passenger cars rose 9.8%
year-on-year in 2015 compared to 2.5% growth in 2014.
Overall, real GDP growth in the 2015-16 financial year
was 7.6% year-on-year according to Indian government

In contrast, he likes to focus on India. “India’s economy is

estimates, compared to 7.2% in 2014-15.”

currently much smaller than China’s, but with its relatively

12

youthful demographic profile and sustained economic

However he notes another effect of the decline in world

reforms, has the potential to grow rapidly for the next two

oil prices which has also assisted the Indian government

or three decades. India’s share of world GDP is forecast

was a reduction of fuel subsidies, which was a significant

to rise from 3% in 2015 to 8% by 2035 and 12% by 2045.

contributor to India’s high fiscal deficits and government

2015  
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The current BJP government led by Prime Minister Modi
has put a strong policy focus on accelerating infrastructure
development and boosting the manufacturing sector
as key strategic growth drivers. “PM Modi launched the
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‘With private consumption accounting for around
60% of Indian GDP, domestic demand will be a key
growth driver for the Indian long-term growth’

the manufacturing sector, and this has already resulted
in significant new investment commitments by foreign
MNCs as well as Indian manufacturing firms. The decision
by Foxconn to invest USD 5 billion in the Indian state of
Maharashtra to build electronics factories reflects the
increased attractiveness of India as a large Asian domestic
market as well as competitive export manufacturing hub.”
According to the 2016 fDi Report produced by fDi

Biswas sees another growth driver for the Indian economy.

Intelligence, a unit of the Financial Times Newspaper,

“With private consumption accounting for around 60% of

India became the world’s leading destination for greenfield

Indian GDP, domestic demand will be a key growth driver

foreign direct investment (FDI) in 2015 for the first time.

for the Indian long-term growth, helped by rapid growth

Greenfield FDI into India is estimated to have tripled in

in the size of the Indian middle class and rising per capita

2015, reaching USD 63 billion, overtaking the US (USD

GDP levels. Indian per capita GDP is forecast by IHS Global

60 billion) and China (USD 57 billion). The fDi Intelligence

Insight to rise from USD 1,650 in 2016 to USD 4,720 by

Report estimated that the Indian states that attracted

2025, which would result in significant growth in household

the largest share of total FDI inflows into the nation were

consumption expenditure as millions of Indian households

Gujarat, Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh.

enter the ranks of middle class consumers each year.”
Under the Modi government, infrastructure development
has been made a high strategic priority, which could help
to lift India’s economic growth rate, as Biswas underlines.
“With India still having very weak infrastructure compared
to many other Asian industrial nations such as China

‘The sharp rise in world oil prices during
2010 resulted in an upturn in inflation
pressures, resulting in monetary policy
tightening during 2010-11’
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Continuation of the Interview with Rajiv Biswas, Asia-Pacific Chief Economist, IHS

and South Korea, rapid infrastructure development

“In the insurance sector, the BJP government led by PM

could significantly boost India’s productivity growth rate.

Modi has recently raised the foreign investment limit in the

The Modi government has ambitious plans to ramp up

insurance industry from 26% to 49%, with new legislation

infrastructure development in a wide range of sectors,

having been passed by the Indian Parliament in 2015 to

including power generation and transmission, railways,

enable this higher limit. Foreign investment up to 26%

roads, ports and agricultural infrastructure. In the 2016-17

is permitted under the automatic investment route, and

Budget announced in February 2016, the budget for public

above this threshold requires approval from the Foreign

infrastructure investment was increased by 22.5%.”

Investment Promotion Board.”

Worth mentioning in this respect are according to Biswas
the large new industrial development zones also form

Under the new legislation, foreign reinsurance companies

part of this strategy, notably the Delhi-Mumbai Industrial

have also been allowed to open branches in India to

Corridor, which is an infrastructure megaproject with

undertake direct business activities in India. “By early 2016,

estimated infrastructure investment of around USD 100

the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of

billion, including plans for eight new smart cities, two

India (IRDAI) had received applications from six foreign
reinsurance companies to open branches in India. These

‘The process of liberalization of the financial services
industry to foreign investment has been gradual, but
has resulted in greater participation by foreign firms
in India’s financial sector over the last two decades’

included Munich Re, Swiss Re, Hannover and XL Catlin.
In March 2016, IRDAI also issued regulations for Lloyd’s
of London to operate in the Indian market, which was
followed immediately by Lloyd’s announcing that it is
intending to apply to open an Indian reinsurance branch in
Mumbai.”

Key Risks to the Medium Term Outlook
While the Indian economy has according to Biswas the
potential for sustained rapid growth over the next decade

airports and five major power projects, as well as many

and beyond, this will require continued economic reforms

industrial zones. “The Japanese government is playing

and government initiatives to improve the business

a key role in providing financing for the development of

climate. India is still ranked 130 out of 189 nations on the

this megaproject. The Modi government’s Smart Cities

World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Index, indicating

strategy also has ambitious objectives of modernizing

that substantial further efforts are needed to reduce

Indian urban infrastructure, including a number of

bureaucracy and improve efficiency by federal and state

greenfield smart city projects, such as the Gujarat

governments. “If the Indian government fails to improve

International Finance Tec-City and Smart City Kochi, an IT

the business climate, this could deter foreign investment

Special Economic Zone in Kerala.”

inflows and constrain the pace of economic development”,
he notes.

Insurance Industry Foreign Investment Liberalisation
Biswas indicates that the rapid growth of the Indian

But there are more threats to a positive outlook, Biswas

economy is projected to drive strong long-term growth in

warns. “Vulnerability to oil prices and food inflation is also

the financial services industry for banking, insurance and

a key risk to the outlook, as sharp rises in global oil prices

asset management. The process of liberalization of the

or domestic food prices can rapidly increase inflationary

financial services industry to foreign investment has been

pressures, which could result in monetary policy tightening

gradual, but has resulted in greater participation by foreign

that will dampen growth prospects.”

firms in India’s financial sector over the last two decades.
Furthermore he notes that the banking sector risks have
also increased as a result of the cyclical slowdown since
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2011. “Stressed assets for the Indian banking system have

Another threat Biswas identifies are some complex political

risen from 9.8% in March 2012 to 14.5% by December

risks India faces. “This includes the ongoing threat of

2015. During the same period, the stressed assets of

terrorist attacks that could escalate tensions with Pakistan,

the Public Sector Banks, which account for 70% of the

as well as the internal threat from the Naxalite insurgency

banking sector assets, have risen from 11.0 % to 17.7%.

which poses a major challenge to law and order in a

Gross non-performing advances reached 5.1% of total

number of Indian states.”

advances in September 2015. The increase in stressed
assets in the Indian banking system poses a risk to future

The demographic profile of India is another factor he

credit expansion to support an economic upturn, as banks

identifies as potential growth factor. But this could

try to conserve capital in order to meet regulatory capital

according to him be either a blessing or curse for India.

requirements as non-performing loans increase.”

“While India’s youthful demographic profile over the next
two decades helps to boost the potential economic growth

‘India does offer considerable promise as a
new growth engine that will help to drive
global economic growth’

rate, it can also be a double-edged sword if the economy
does not generate sufficient jobs to absorb the cohorts of
young workers entering the labor force each year.”

Summary
Biswas summarizes the complex situation India is facing
currently. “The Indian economy is projected to become
the Asia-Pacific region’s second largest economy within

He adds that “stressed advances are highest in the

a decade, overtaking Japan in terms of total GDP size by

industrial sector, reaching 21% of total advances for large

2025. India is also forecast to be one of the fastest growing

and medium size industrial companies by mid-2015.

large emerging markets over the next two decades, helped

Five sectors contributed 53% of stressed advances,

by strong growth in domestic consumer expenditure as

mining, steel, textiles, infrastructure and aviation. Stressed

well as accelerated infrastructure investment spending.”

advances of the infrastructure sector reached 24%.”
However he clearly identifies significant downside risks
to this baseline scenario. “These includes the risk that
future Indian governments could be formed by weak and
disparate political coalitions that are unable to implement
substantial economic reforms, or that lack resolve to
improve the business climate. India also faces economic
risks related to factors such as volatile oil and food prices
and its relatively high level of government debt and annual
fiscal deficits.”
But he closes the interview on a positive note. “Despite
these risks, India does offer considerable promise as a
new growth engine that will help to drive global economic
growth as well as a major long-term growth market for
global multinationals across a wide spectrum of goods
and services. The rapid expansion of the Indian economy
will also create a fast-growing market with potentially
Rajiv Biswas, Asia-Pacific

substantial opportunities for the trade credit insurance and

Chief Economist, IHS

surety industries.”
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The White Paper text below has recently been published by Russell Group Ltd.

Maintaining Trade Credit Stability
in an Age of Disruption
The credit (re)insurance market helps to provide a measure of corporate stability in an increasingly volatile and
connected global trading environment. It is fair to say that trade credit finance oils the wheels of the global
economy as it navigates to an increasingly uncertain destination.
In this white paper we outline the challenges and risks facing global corporates in today’s fracturing geo-political
environment. Brexit is a potential short term disruptor. Increasing immigration is leading for calls to introduce
stringent border controls. Political risk, war and cyber terror are major boardroom concerns. Emerging technology
meanwhile is a great opportunity as well as a risk to businesses with miss-aligned corporate strategies.
Who will be the winners and losers in today’s volatile and “extremely connected” trade credit environment?
UK Trade Credit in 2015

ICISA is optimistic about the year ahead, according to its

Nearly £150m was paid out to UK businesses in insurance

ICISA Yearbook 2015/16. However, ongoing political unrest

claims for customer insolvency or late payment last year, an

in parts of the world and the effects of sanctions on trade are

increase of 42%. The latest annual ABI figures for trade credit

risks members identify as potential threats to positive trade

insurance shows that 11,000 claims were made by businesses

development. China and Brazil are underperforming. Political

in 2015, an increase of 19% on the previous year. While total

unrest, especially in the Middle-East and the refugee crisis

company insolvencies in the UK are at their lowest level since

in Europe make it a challenge to make predictions about the

1989, UK businesses continue to face risks with economic

future of trade and industry.

volatility in many export markets, and subdued UK growth across
the manufacturing, construction and services sector.

The Association reports that trade credit insurance results
continue to improve and now exceed pre-crisis levels (2007),

ABI figures show that £149m was paid out to businesses, the

with a 34.6% higher premium income and 29.1% higher insured

equivalent of £3m a week, to support them when a trading

exposure. Although premium income and insured exposures

partner did not pay them money owed. 11,000 claims were

continue to grow, members are also experiencing a drop in

made by businesses on trade credit insurance policies. 74% of

average premium rates. The overall improved market situation

policies cover businesses trading domestically, 22% of policies

for construction companies and the transportation sector is

cover businesses exporting goods abroad. More than 11,900

reflected in decreased surety claims figures. Comparing the

policies were sold by UK trade credit insurers.

2014 surety results with those from before the crisis (2007),
premium income has more than doubled, while the insured

Trade credit insurance remains an Important tool for UK

exposure grew by almost 85%.

businesses in facilitating international trade, with the proportion
of export polices rising to 22% in 2015, as companies of all

Brexit Fears

sizes recognise how trade credit insurance can help manage

The vote on whether Britain should leave the European Union

the financial risks that can come with exporting. Source 1: ABI

is only a few weeks away. News editors around the world
are sharpening their pens in anticipation of the outcome.
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Global Trade Credit

Uncertainty over the potential impact of Brexit has already

Trade credit insurance also remains an invaluable tool for

affected corporates.

international businesses according to the International Credit

45% of attendees at the Association of Corporate Treasurers

Insurance & Surety Association (ICISA) which has reported

(ACT) conference recently named volatility driven by uncertainty

strong and stable figures over the last few years.

as the factor currently having the greatest impact on their
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business. Brexit is playing a significant part in that and it

Republic of Iran (1.0 million). More than half (53 per cent) of

therefore comes as no surprise that the majority (85%) of the

all refugees worldwide came from just three countries: the

audience is in the “Stay” camp.” Source 2: GT News

Syrian Arab Republic (3.9 million), Afghanistan (2.6 million),
and Somalia (1.1 million). Source 3: UN International Migration

Robert Nijhout, Executive Director at the International Credit

Report 2015

Insurance and Surety Association (ICISA), comments: “The
prospect of Brexit is a huge uncertainty which is damaging

Robert Nijhout says: “I have two points to make about the

market confidence. I can say for our ICISA members that

current migration of peoples from war torn zones and the

they hope Brexit will not happen because our view is that it is

impact on global trade credit. One is that the “knee-jerk” effect

detrimental to free trade. If it happens it will be anyone’s guess

of closing borders has an impact not only on people but also on

what the implications will be but what matters to credit insurers

goods. For example, perishable goods: if it takes two days to

is how easy will it be to trade? The moment barriers are thrown

cross a border you might as well throw perishable goods away.

up is a potential risk.
“The same thing applies to Calais and what is happening
“The Brexit risk is primarily with the exporters. Let’s imagine

there, a lot of goods and traffic are being stopped because

a very large exporter - a Company X –in the FTSE100, for

of migrants who attempt to cross the border on heavy goods

example. If Brexit happens and Donald Trump wins the U.S.

vehicles. Whatever your views of migration, for better or for

Presidency there is a realistic scenario in which trade freezes

worse, if it [increased border controls] hampers the movement

because suppliers are nervous that Company X will not be

of goods as far as ICISA is concerned that is a problem and risk

selling as much. That means that credit insurers will likely bring

to our members.”

the limits down, with increased risk for suppliers and also
increased risk for Company X? The ability of Company X to

The World is flat!

trade could be impaired even though it is ostensibly a well-run,

Political and sectarian ideology is a more important factor in

healthy company.”

causing geo-political volatility, while technology is making the
world more flat as well as more connected. At the same time,

Migration Moves to Top of the Agenda

cultural and religious divides cause fracture points and friction

The world is on the move, literally. Immigration dominates the

across economies around the world.

news agenda today. The number of international migrants

Fracturing wealth, social mobility, and social cohesion allied with

worldwide has continued to grow rapidly over the past fifteen

religion tensions are being played out in a grand narrative with

years reaching 244 million in 2015, up from 222 million in 2010

implications for trade because these all too human drivers of

and 173 million in 2000. Nearly two thirds of all international

change cut across each other.

migrants live in Europe (76 million) or Asia (75 million).
The consequential effects of political risk on the global
Northern America hosted the third largest number of international

connected market extends to corporate exposures such as

migrants (54 million), followed by Africa (21 million), Latin America

corruption. UK Prime Minister David Cameron recently talked

and the Caribbean (9 million) and Oceania (8 million). In 2015,

about introducing a new corporate offence for executives

two thirds (67 per cent) of all international migrants were living

who fail to prevent fraud or money laundering inside their

in just twenty countries. The largest number of international

companies. The prime minister revealed plans to require all

migrants (47 million) resided in the United States of America,

foreign companies buying property in the UK to disclose their

equal to about a fifth (19 per cent) of the world’s total. Germany

true owners in a public register for the first time.

and the Russian Federation hosted the second and third largest
numbers of migrants worldwide (12 million each), followed by

By extending a corporate failure-to-prevent clause to fraud and

Saudi Arabia (10 million).

money laundering, the government’s intention is to go further
than merely requiring firms to prevent bribery and tax evasion.

In 2014, the total number of refugees in the world was

Should an employee be charged with money laundering, the

estimated at 19.5 million. Turkey became the largest refugee-

company will be deemed liable if it cannot show that it had put

hosting country worldwide, with 1.6 million refugees, followed

procedures in place to prevent money laundering and fraud.

by Pakistan (1.5 million), Lebanon (1.2 million), and the Islamic

Source 4: The Guardian
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Continuation of the White Paper, Russell Group

Interconnectivity

truly understand what the consequences are because we

Interconnectivity caused by fluid social media has also caused

are all connected with such companies in some way. Our

other politicians such as U.S. President Obama to comment on

identity may be stored in those stolen 10 million stolen files

the difference between now and 30 years ago when there were

so our personal data could be used for ID fraud. I see this as

three TV news channels compared to hundreds today. Being

the biggest potential disruptor and risk to global trade at the

preached to by the converted is in some ways leading to a

moment because the hackers appear to be miles ahead of all

more polarised world.

organisations and even Governments at the moment, which are
finding it impossible to keep up.”

Social media technology is empowering people to have their
own views, which is not necessarily a negative on an individual

“Emerging online technology however, is not a systemic risk

democratic level but it has potentially negative implications at

for retailers in general: it is just a question of changing to a

an aggregate geo political level. Governments have to nurture

different business model that understands different methods of

their electorates in a certain direction but people’s views are

distribution, and those that adapt do well.”

more diverse and, often, entrenched.
What we’re seeing is a natural consequence of more choice

Corporate Failures

so more choice means more opinion, conflicts and difficulty in

There have been a number of high street retail failures in recent

policy making, resulting ultimately in instability. According to

years. Taking the UK as an example, we have viewed the

President Obama “It is really a big challenge for the US. In the

demise of traditional chains such as HMV and British Homes

present era, the connectivity between politics and economy,

Stores as an expression of customers’ preferring to transfer

and between internal and international affairs has reached an

their allegiances to the world of online shopping, but it is not as

unprecedented state. The entanglement of partisan politics is

simple as that.

not good for US prosperity.”
Robert Nijhout says: “There may have been claims resulting from

Extreme Connectivity

the recent BHS news story, I don’t know the details, but one

Robert Nijhout says: “The challenge with social media driven

thing I know for sure is that the BHS case would not have been

change and the internet is that there is a widespread perception

an overnight event. In such cases you would be able to see

that what is reported online is the “truth,” but it is not always

what sort of investment has been pulled out of the company in

possible to understand when the information was posted - it

the last couple of years. Often in such instances it’s not a matter

could be news from 15 years ago which is now suddenly

of if but when.

emerging because a topic is hot. It could be something from an

“BHS is a good illustration of why organisations buy credit

old newspaper and people are always looking for something to

insurance. Yes it is the insurance risk to cover the exposures

confirm and validate their own held opinions.”

that business have but that is only 20 per cent of the reason. 80
per cent of the reason for buying credit insurance is the forward

“The world of shopping is moving online. More and more

looking ability that ICISA’s insurance members have. We see

people are buying fridges online rather than going down the

payment behaviours. We see for BHS, for example, that it’s not

high street and it is the same for TVs, books and other goods.

just the largest suppliers at risk, we see it is almost everybody

I can’t remember the last time I bought an airplane ticket in a

because they are probably all insured somewhere.

travel agent, can you? But we are now insuring the Ali Baba’s
of this world for their credit risks, so the world is changing for

The Appeal of Credit Insurance

credit insurers too,” says Nijhout.

“If you are a global credit insurer like Euler Hermes, Coface or

“At our ICISA AGM in a few weeks’ time the theme of the age

Atradius you see suppliers from all over the world supplying to

– cyber risk - will be our topic. At one of our recent meetings

BHS and if BHS starts to delay payment to one or two suppliers

our invited cyber expert pointed out that if a major theft takes

it is a red flag. If they start delaying across the board then we

place in an organisation and 10 million data files are stolen it is

can start to say hey there is something up.

an extremely bad day at the office but a return to something like
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Business As Usual is possible relatively quickly.

“The first thing credit insurers do is to visit the organisation in

“The risk, however, is not merely confined to that single

danger of dafault, we talk to them and try and find out what is

organisation. In a world of extreme connectivity we don’t

going on and in a worst case scenario you might reduce limits
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or take limits out all-together, which of course is a last resort

future under new owners. The retailer, sold last month for £1

because such an action could speed up the demise of the

by high street tycoon Sir Philip Green, said it has agreed new

company.

contracts with Compass, the canteen operator, and cash and

So credit insurers do have a forward thinking ability: they can

carry giant Booker.

see patterns and adjust accordingly. What they do with their

This announcement came after The Sunday Telegraph at

policyholders is red flag the risk, your main buyer is BHS, for

the time revealed that HMV’s revival efforts had been dealt a

example, we expect that within x months there is going to be a

blow after major suppliers had their credit insurance cover cut

big problem there, are you comfortable with that? Maybe you

following its takeover by a consortium of financiers. What better

should be looking for buyers other than BHS. The bigger the

way to illustrate the forward looking appeal of credit insurance

policyholders the more often these meetings take place.”

products than by going back to the past to validate its
predictions, an achievement to which the authors of this article

Why Credit Insurance Works

owe thanks to the internet!

“I understand that companies like Selfridges, for example, are
doing extremely well because they also offer a good internet

Systemic Risk

option as well as an in-store option. People shop online for

The fear persists, however, that systemic risk could be an

convenience and also come to the store for the experience.

internet driven risk with the potential to disrupt, possibly even

The conclusion is that retailers with a realistic strategy that

destroy businesses, with a consequent knock-on effect for

understands how the public mood and its preferences are

(re-)insurers. According to Solvency II Wire: “Systemic risk can

changing in whatever niche they fulfil - whether it is at the High

be defined as the result of a cascading process that unravels

Net Worth end or a discount provider – must align with their

throughout a network structure. The empirical evidence of

clients expectations.”

reported losses…suggests that today’s insurance firms are

The forward looking appeal of credit insurance was highlighted

becoming increasingly interconnected and that they appear to

by a Daily Telegraph news story from the 26th April 2015, which

be embedded in the same network. As a result, systemic risk

reported at the time: “BHS has unveiled two new supplier

poses a real threat, as the failure of a single firm can affect all

relationships as it battles to reassure credit insurers about its

the other firms connected to it and thus have a disproportionate
effect on the market as a whole.

About Russell Group Limited

“Specifically, we assume that firms with comparable admissible
assets invest in assets with similar characteristics (e.g.
volatility, risk etc.). It is therefore reasonable to assume that

Russell Group is a leading risk management software and service company

larger firms have the capacity to invest in higher-risk, higher-

that provides a truly integrated risk management framework for (re)insurance

return assets and hence, are more likely to be linked. The

clients operating across the specialty classes through its ALPS suite of

interconnectedness, or “network”, that insurers form is inferred

products. Underwriting risk is, or should be, the primary concern of specialty

through their exposure to similar assets. Insurers could also be

(re)insurance companies in quantifying portfolio exposure, pricing risk,

related by virtue of having common reinsurance counterparties

optimising reinsurance purchase and evaluating the amount of capital

or major suppliers, for example.” Source 5: Solvency II Wire

needed to support the portfolio. Russell through its trusted ALPS solution
provides underwriters with the capability to underwrite with flair and flexibility,

The credit (re-)insurance market as a whole has played an

underpinned by the fluency of exposure knowledge required to deliver superior

extremely important and positive role helping to keep global

portfolio return on equity.

trade ticking along during a fraught and often volatile period
in the near decade post Lehman. During an age of austerity,

If you would like to learn more about Russell Group, its products and services,

astonishing technological advancement, political and cultural

please contact sbasi@russell.co.uk or rborg@russell.co.uk.

division and social unrest, credit insurers have played their
part keeping trade on even keel. In particular, the product’s
forward looking predictive capability has been invaluable
and will continue to provide reassurance to corporates in
what is likely to be a challenging time for the global trade
environment.
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Interview with Peter Schmidt, Chief Executive Officer at XL Catlin Re

XL Catlin’s Reinsurance Operations
Present Study on Surety Markets
On 2 May 2016, XL Catlin published its first study on the current state and outlook for the surety industry. The survey, which was
conducted on behalf of XL Catlin’s reinsurance operations by Dr Schanz, Alms & Company AG, a Zurich-based research, strategy
and communications consultancy, is based on in-depth interviews with senior executives of surety operations worldwide.

According to the interviewees polled, global surety

insurance terms and conditions that prevail in the surety

insurers are cautiously optimistic about their industry -

market are perceived as average to loose and may dete-

despite prevailing overcapacities in the wider insurance

riorate. Claims are perceived to tend slightly higher than

industry. They expect that the US$ 13 billion global surety

their historical average and to rise over the next twelve

insurance market will benefit from the current recovery

months.

in mature economies, while the current downturn in developing economies is not perceived to substantially chal-

Despite the pressure on rates and conditions, the
global surety market remains profitable. The majority of

‘The surety sector continues to rely strongly on
public spending and, to a lesser degree, private
investments in infrastructure and construction’
lenge the long-term growth perspectives in the industry.
The surety sector continues to rely strongly on public
spending and, to a lesser degree, private investments
in infrastructure and construction. According to interviewees, investments remained stable over the past

executives participating in the survey see current levels
of profitability roughly in line with the average of the past
five years. However, the outlook for the sector’s technical
results is slightly muted. For 56% of respondents, profitability will remain unchanged over the next 12 months,
while 25% expect a decline.

‘Despite the pressure on rates and
conditions, the global surety market
remains profitable’

12 months and the outlook is mildly positive. In mature
markets existing infrastructure needs to be maintained
and modernised, while in emerging markets it still has

The surety industry’s strategic responses to the current

to be developed and expanded for economies to realise

challenges are limited. Innovation and alternative sources

their full potential. To reduce their dependence on public

of income are rare, but occur in relation to banking-style

investments, surety insurers are striving to diversify and

products or insurers’ increasing capability to capture

enhance their services. In Europe in particular, but also in

business historically written by banks or to cooperate

some Latin American markets, insurers are increasingly

with them in joint transactions. Consequentially, inter-

cooperating with or substituting the banking sector to

viewees frequently stated that they are strengthening

provide back-to-back cover for risks that go beyond the

underwriting discipline, focusing on technical excellence

banks’ capacity or their business interest.

and closely managing their client relationships. In addition, sureties are increasing or refocusing their distribu-
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Overall, the polled executives expect premium income

tion network by expanding into neighbouring markets or

to rise for the next 12 months. However, as competi-

specific client segments like SMEs, possibly adjusting the

tion intensifies, rates may decline further. Similarly, the

design or mix of their product offerings.
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Peter Schmidt,
Chief Executive Officer,
XL Catlin Re

‘…interviewees frequently stated that they are strengthening underwriting discipline,
focusing on technical excellence and closely managing their client relationships’
Peter Schmidt, Chief Executive Officer at XL Catlin Re

About the XL Catlin Surety Survey

notes regarding the survey: “Our survey aims to provide

The XL Catlin Surety Survey is based on in-depth and

greater information on the trends and developments

structured telephone interviews with executives represen-

that currently dominate surety markets and demonstrate

ting 36 regional and international insurance companies

our reinsurance operations’ commitment to advancing

active in surety business.

this line of business, which plays a vital role in the global
economy.”

The Surety Survey is now available on: http://xlcatlin.
com/reinsurance/forms/product-downloads

XL Catlin

XL Catlin is the global brand used by XL Group plc’s
(NYSE:XL) insurance and reinsurance companies which
provide property, casualty, professional and specialty
products to industrial, commercial and professional
firms, insurance companies and other enterprises
throughout the world.
Since May 4, 2015 the credit and surety activities of

The relevant financial strength rating is up at A+, from

former Catlin Re are conducted under the name of XL

A. In the 2016 financial year, XL Catlin expect to write

Catlin following the acquisition of Catlin Group Limited

some USD 187 million in credit and surety premium

by XL Group plc which had been announced on

which compares with USD 66 million in 2011.

January 9, 2015. As a result of this transaction, credit,
political and surety risks can since be written against a

For more information about XL Catlin Re or the Surety

consolidated capital of USD 13.7 billion.

Market Survey, please visit www.xlcatlin.com
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IN MEMORIAM
Joseph C. Eanes, former ICIA President
and icon of the surety industry
With deep sadness ICISA learned of Joseph C. Eanes passing on 25 January 2016 at the
age of 81. Joseph Eanes was President of our Association from 1994 to 96. He was a
highly respected and active member of ICIA/ICISA and an icon for the international surety
industry.

Joseph C. Eanes

Joseph Eanes enjoyed a long career in the surety

“Joe Eanes was a remarkable surety icon who

business. He held various positions within the

was not only involved in determining the future

Fidelity and Deposit Company of Maryland (F&D)

of his company, but devoted himself to finding

and at the time of his retirement Joseph Eanes

opportunities to position surety bonds better and

was President, CEO and Chairman of the Board

stronger. Thanks to his leadership and dedication

of F&D.

surety is now very well positioned in our association.
ICISA is truly sorry to learn of his passing”, Robert
Nijhout, Executive Director ICISA.

IN MEMORIAM
Steven Sandberg, former Chairman of the Board of Nationale Borg
and committed ICISA member passed away on 18 March 2016
With the passing of Steven Sandberg, the members of ICISA lost a dedicated professional
and a respected and warm friend. He was Chairman of the Board of Nationale BorgMaatschappij from 1989 until 1999 and was very actively involved in the ICISA
organisation, its members and activities.
He knew how to position and judge surety and

of our current Trade Credit Insurance & Surety

trade credit insurance from a client’s perspective

Academy STECIS.

and therefore able to translate the product to the
needs of the clients.

“Steven was not only a highly respected
professional but also a kind and sincerely

Steven Sandberg

One of his most lasting contributions to the surety

interested friend to many within our industry. He

and trade credit insurance community is his paper

will be remembered for his dedication to the trade

on Financial Guarantees which has become an

credit insurance and surety industries and we will

industry standard. He furthermore contributed

miss his strong and respectful friendship”, Robert

to the establishment of IPCIS, the predecessor

Nijhout, executive director.

Join over 3600 other industry experts
in the ICISA group on LinkedIn
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Executive appointments at Argo Surety
Joseph J. Perschy, CPCU, AFSB –
Director of Strategic Operations
Joe came to Argo Surety from Travelers,

with a proven track record of navigating corporate

bringing more than 21 years of experience in

technology, regulatory, compliance and finance

Management Liability and Commercial Surety.

disciplines effectively to maximize efficiency. He

Joe was instrumental in developing, integrating

holds MBA and Bachelor’s degrees from Boston

and improving eCommerce systems for Travelers’

College and also has achieved the AFSB and

surety operation. He has a passion for operations,

CPCU designations.

Robert G. Lavitt – VP, Director of Surety Claims
Bob joined Argo Surety in January 2016 after

University School of Law and a Bachelor’s in

serving as a Director and Bond Claim Counsel for

English from the University of Chicago.

Travelers in their Commercial Surety segment for
the past 15 years, as well as in a similar role at

For more information about Argo Surety or

Frontier Insurance Company before Travelers.

the executive appointments, please visit
www.argosurety.com

Before entering the surety claims discipline, he
was a commercial litigator in private practice
in New Jersey and New York for 12 years.
Bob holds a Doctor of Law (JD) from Boston

Yearbook
ICISA Yearbook 2015-2016
The Yearbook 2015-2016 can be downloaded from
the ICISA website (www.icisa.org).
To order a hard copy, please send an
email to secretariat@icisa.org
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PartnerRe Completes Acquisition
by EXOR and Names CEO
In March 2016 PartnerRe announced the successful completion of its acquisition by EXOR,
one of Europe’s leading investment companies, and named Emmanuel Clarke President
and Chief Executive Officer of PartnerRe.
“I am excited to lead our company into the next chapter of our history under the financially strong and
supportive private ownership of EXOR. EXOR’s “generational” investment in our company provides the
opportunity to preserve PartnerRe’s core strengths while devoting our full focus to delivering meaningful
solutions to our cedants and brokers around the world.
High quality partnerships are of utmost importance to me. As PartnerRe’s CEO, I will focus particular attention
on making PartnerRe the reinsurer most attentive to building and preserving enduring relationships.”
Emmanuel Clarke

Emmanuel Clarke
President and CEO, PartnerRe

Maya Valencia del Sole Joins PartnerRe’s
Credit & Surety Underwriting Team
Effective April 1, 2016, Maya Valencia del Sole joins

Latin American Surety, strong client network and

PartnerRe as Underwriter for Latin America & the

language skills – including Portuguese and Spanish

Caribbean. She has 13 years combined experience

– Maya will focus on enhancing PartnerRe’s value

in Credit & Surety reinsurance and in the Brazilian

proposition to our clients in the region.

direct surety/insurance industry (including two years

Maya Valencia del Sole

with JMalucelli). Maya holds a Bachelor’s degree in

For more information,

Actuarial Science from the Pontifícia Universidade

www.partnerrre.com

Católica of São Paulo. With her expertise in

Endorsed Conferences
ICISA endorses numerous conferences related to the
trade credit insurance, surety and political risk industries:
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GTR Asia Trade & Treasury Week 2016
(6 – 8 September 2016, Singapore)

Nordic Region Trade & Export Finance Conference 2016
(29 November 2016, Stockholm)

China Trade & Commodity Finance Conference 2016
(w/c 21 November 2016, Shanghai)

More information on our endorsed conferences
can be found on the ICISA website.
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Berne Union and Prague Club merge to create a new global
association for export credit and investment insurers
On 11 May over 200 international Senior Executives and Managers, representing 76 export
credit and investment insurance companies from 61 countries worldwide gathered in the
Polish capital Warsaw for the Spring five-day working meetings of the Berne Union and the
Prague Club.
Members of the Berne Union and the members of

became a member of Berne Union already in 1997.

the Prague Club voted at their respective general

The Berne Union wholeheartedly welcomes the new

meetings to fully integrate the Prague Club into the

members from the Prague Club.”

Berne Union. A new Prague Club Committee will
complement the existing Berne Union specialist

The Prague Club’s Chair, Chris Chapman says

committees, while retaining the unique identity of

that “the Prague Club is very happy to formalise

the Prague Club.

this integration, which supports the information
sharing and development objectives of Prague Club

The new integrated Berne Union will have

members, as well as acknowledges the mutual

81 members from 73 countries.

benefits that all members can offer as a result of
their global representation and diverse market

The Berne Union’s President, Topi Vesteri confirms

knowledge and experiences.”

that “the significance of this full integration of
credit insurers supporting larger and smaller
export communities contributes to a much closer
framework among experts and a stronger voice for

Berne Union’s President, Topi Vesteri

our products globally. It is difficult to think of a better
venue for this historically very important step to be
taking place in Warsaw as our host KUKE was one
of the first members of Prague Club in 1993 and

The ICISA Insider
How to get a free Subscription
If you would like to be added to the distribution list of The ICISA
Insider, please send a message to secretariat@icisa.org.
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Training Schedule 2017

STECIS - The Trade Credit Insurance & Surety Academy
Training and education on Trade Credit Insurance and Surety is provided by STECIS, the educational foundation endorsed by ICISA.
STECIS promotes knowledge and professionalism in the technical theory and practice (case studies) of trade credit insurance and surety
underwriting. This includes in-depth analysis of industry developments, the terminology and the current market.
STECIS develops two-day training seminars, fly-in & fly-out seminars

The seminar is € 2.200.-- and includes all training material, the

and tailor-made in-company training programs. They are all highly

welcome cocktail & all meals (dinners & lunches). Travel costs and

intensive and interactive with the highest standard of knowledge

any additional expenses (e.g. hotel room, phone, (mini) bar) are

sharing and offer a unique networking opportunity. Participation is

not included.

valued by professionals from inside and outside the industry such
as the media or civil servants of Ministries and other administrative

Discount for ICISA member companies

authorities.

As the International Credit Insurance & Surety Association (ICISA)
strongly endorses the STECIS training seminar programme,

The basic training seminars are open to participants with up to

ICISA member companies receive a 5% discount on the total seminar

3 years of work experience. The advanced training seminars are open

fee. Companies (ICISA members and non-ICISA members) registering

to participants who have attended the basic training seminars or have

three or more participants to one training seminar,

at least 4 years of relevant work experience.

receive a 10% discount on the total seminar fee.

Participants STECIS Training Seminars April 2015
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STECIS Basic Training

STECIS Advanced Training

Seminar Program April 2017

Seminar Program June 2017

STECIS Trade Credit Insurance Training Seminar

STECIS Trade Credit Insurance Advanced Training Seminar

(Wednesday 19 – Friday 21 April 2017, The Hague, NL)

(Underwriting & Claims Handling)

This two-day in-depth basic level training seminar in Trade Credit

(Wednesday 28 - Friday 30 June 2017, The Hague, NL)

Insurance for professionals from inside and outside the trade
credit insurance industry with up to 3 years of

‘The Essence of Trade Credit Insurance’

work experience.

Day 1: Underwriting
Day 2: Claims Handling

Among others the following subjects will be addressed:
Introduction to trade credit insurance, Market overview,

This two-day advanced training seminar in Trade Credit Insurance

Underwriting credit risks; pricing, problem buyer management,

for experienced professionals (4 years experience and more) is

credit solutions for different customer segments, Political risk,

modular. Participants can choose to attend one or both modules.

Detecting early signs of financial stress, Claims handling, Precredit risk, Probable Maximum Loss (PML), Reinsurance.

STECIS Surety Advanced Training Seminar
(Wednesday 28 – Friday 30 June 2017, The Hague, NL)

STECIS Surety Training Seminar
(Wednesday 19 – Friday 21 April 2017, The Hague, NL)

‘Best Practices in Uncertain Times - Underwriting, Claims
Handling and Business Development in Surety Today’

‘A Focus on the Fundamentals of Surety’
Among others the following subjects will be addressed:
This two-day in-depth basic level training seminar in Surety for
professionals from inside and outside the surety industry with up

A two-day in depth training in underwriting surety and

to 3 years of work experience.

managing risks during a recession. The seminar is aimed at
experienced surety underwriters (recommended 4 years’

Among others the following subjects will be addressed:

experience or more).

Understanding the Surety business in general, Analysis of the
Surety markets worldwide, Objectives and assessment of client
and job site visits, Risk management in recession times,
Underwriting bonds, Fronting, Risk management policy,
Reinsurance, co-insurance and capacity, Early warning signs and

For more information

reasons for companies to fail.
STECIS - The Trade Credit Insurance & Surety Academy
Tel. +31 (0) 20 528 51 70
info@stecis.org, www.stecis.org
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By the International Credit Insurance & Surety Association

A Guide to Trade Credit Insurance
A practical and accessable industry-wide reference on Trade
Credit Insurance, written by a team of industry experts.
This compact volume is a practical guide for anyone
interested in Trade Credit Insurance. The International
Credit Insurance & Surety Association (ICISA) presents an
approachable but detailed guide written collaboratively by
carefully selected industry experts. The guide describes
the ‘lifeline’ of the credit insurance product, from the initial
application stage to the expiration phase of the policy,
including practical use aspects for credit managers. The
volume offers compact information on the history of trade,
the need for protection against trade credit risks, and
solutions offered by credit insurance providers. The focus

Key selling points

is on short term credit, including whole turnover policies

•	Collaboration of a diverse group of experts from top

and single risk policies.

organizations around the world
•	Written in an approachable style, accessible to

Readership

the non-specialist

Suitable for anyone interested in Trade Credit Insurance,

•	Includes extended glossary of key terminology

from credit managers to policymakers.

•	Includes a list of relevant resources for further reading

Contents

About the Author(s) / Editor(s)

Foreword; Introduction; Disclaimer; 1. What is trade?;

The International Credit Insurance & Surety Association

2. What is trade credit insurance?; 3. Product types; 4.

(ICISA) brings together the world’s leading companies

Risk types; 5. Typical set-up of a trade credit insurance

providing trade credit insurance and surety bonds.

contract; 6. Premium, the price for cover; 7. Day-to-day

ICISA promotes technical excellence, industry innovation

policy management; 8. Buyer risk underwriting in trade

and product integrity, as well as addressing business

credit insurance; 9. Debt collection; 10. Imminent loss

challenges generated by new legislation.

and indemnification; 11. Renewal, expiry, termination
of a policy; 12. Single risk business; 13. The single
risk insurance market: Private and public players; 14.
Reinsurance of Trade Credit Insurance; Trade Credit
Insurance resources; Glossary of trade credit terminology

Where to order my copy
To order a copy of the book ‘A Guide to Trade Credit Insurance’,
please visit www.amazon.com.
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